
Kids In Motion 
Holiday Gift Guide 

Sensory Gift Ideas: 

1. Sensory Body Sock 

Allow children and young adults to jump, crawl, and pretend while improving 
sensory integration. Made from a comfortable, resistive material, body socks 
provide calming deep pressure, heavy work and proprioceptive input. This fun 
suit helps children develop spatial and body awareness, muscle strength, motor 
planning and creativity.  

Recommended: Funandfunction.com, Space Explorers body stocking 

2. Sound and Play Table  

The Sound & Play Busy Table has a whimsical, modern design for a beautiful addition 
to any playroom.  This toy has everything developing baby needs. Pound, slide, peek, 
explore and make music. 8 fun activities including a xylophone and drum. Up to 3 can 
play at a time. For ages 18 months and up.  

Various Retailers 

3. Little Tikes Sensory Friends Play Center 

The Little Tikes Sensory Friends Ball Pit helps growing children refine their fine motor 
and reasoning skills in a fun and hands-on way. Bright colors and kid-sized plastic balls 
will keep your child engaged and entertained for hours on end. Ages 9 months-3 years.  

Various Retailers 

4. Little Tikes Pop Up Fun Zone Tent 

Little Tikes Pop Up Fun Zone Tent includes 4 structures which provides endless activity 
combinations for your little one(s). It includes basketball, toss & shoot, soccer, ball pit, 
crawl through tent and tunnel. Indoor/outdoor use, and can help develop your child’s hand 
eye coordination and social skills. Lightweight and portable tent is for ages 3 -6 years old 
and comes with 48 soft air-filled balls and an inflatable basketball and soccer ball.  

Various Retailers 

5. Bilibo Chair 

Engage your child's curiosity, imagination and physical abilities. Great for 
individual play or group activities. Ideal for kids with sensory processing 
disorder and autism. Helps with motor planning and balance training. A 
good source of vestibular input. For ages 2years - 7 years.  

Various Retailers 
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Sensory Gift Ideas: 

6. Kinetic Sand  

Kinetic Sand stimulates children’s creative skills allowing them to create anything 
they can imagine over and over again. Kinetic Sand never dries out and is gluten free. 
Soft and stretchy sand that easily cleans up. Feel the difference with Kinetic Sand! 
Great for sensory integration and hand strengthening. For children ages 3 years and 
above. 

Various Retailers 

7. Morph  

Transformable, morphable shape shifting fluff. Non-toxic, comes in 6 colors, has 
a completely unique texture and can be fluffed to 3 times its size. Doesn’t stick, 
making clean up a breeze, is super lightweight. Great for sensory integration and 
hand strengthening. For children ages 3 years and above. 

Various Retailers 

8. Play Doh 

Great for sensory integration and hand strengthening.  For children 
ages 3 years and above. 

Various Retailers 

9. Playgro Lay and Play Elephant Hugs Activity Pillow 

Soft padded U-shaped pillow supports baby. Detachable toys can be 
used on-the-go. Mirror for learning reflections, features bold colors, 
includes an elephant, butterfly, frog and bird in the design. 

Various Retailers 
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Picky Eating Gift Ideas: 

2. Constructive Eating Utensils 

No paints are used to color the product. The utensils are manufactured using 
only FDA approved materials. Our products contain NO Lead, NO Bisplenol A 
(BPA), NO PVC, and NO Phthalates. Our products are fully compliant with the 
CPSIA of 2008.  

Recommended: Constructive Eating Utensils, Amazon or                                   
ConstructiveEating.com 

4. Picky Eating Plates 

Recommended: Various brands, Various retailers 

1. Constructive Play Plates 

Dishwasher and microwave safe. No paints are used to color the plate. The 
plate is manufactured using only FDA approved materials. Contains NO Lead, 
NO Bisplenol A (BPA), NO PVC, and NO Phthalates. All of Constructive Eating’s 
products are fully compliant with the CPSIA of 2008.  

Recommended: Constructive Eating Plate, Amazon or ConstructiveEating.com 

2. Talk Tools Honey Bear Straw 

Allows you to control the flow of liquid into a child's mouth and encourages 
children to learn how to straw drink. It can also be used to transition from 
bottle-feeding to cup drinking. You will appreciate the spill-proof lid. Includes 
one replacement straw and complete instructions for use.   

Recommended: Talk Tools Honey Bear Straw, talktools.com or Amazon 

5. Happy Placemat 

Silicone 3-section plate and placemat in one to make it stable and perfect for 
catching any mess during your baby's feeding time. Sized just right for soup, 
fruit, cereal and more.  

Recommended: Various retailers  
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Body Awareness, Balance, and Motor Planning Gift Ideas: 

2.   Balance Board Double Maze 

2-sided changeable maze board includes 3 balls to maneuver. Guide balls through 
the maze with either your hands or feet. Optional bottom attachment adds height 
and challenge for those wanting to balance at the next level. Max weight 150 lbs., 
for ages 3 years and up.  

Recommended: Playzone-Fit Double Maze Balance Board, Various retailers 

3. Sturdy Birdy 

Improves gross motor skills, social interaction, and self-esteem. Active game play en-
hances balance, coordination, and core strength. No reading required - Simple counting 
in game play. Easy to follow game rules included. 

Various Retailers  

4. Twister 

This classic board game can help with balance, coordination, and core strength.  

Various retailers 

5. Yogarilla 

Teaches your children traditional and original yoga poses in a new, fun, and engaging way. Im-
proves fine and gross motor skills, sensory processing, attention, communication, and cognition.  

Various retailers 

6. I Can Do That! Game: Cat in the Hat  

The physical activity game that celebrates your child's "I Can Do That!" attitude! Helps 
kids discover their own abilities, encourages self-confidence and self-esteem, promotes 
early-reading skills, gets kids up and on their feet for full-body active fun.  

Various retailers 

1. Fisher-Price Giant Rock-a-Stack  

The classic Fisher-Price stacking toy gets supersized, over 14 inches tall! 6 colorful rings for 
your baby to grasp, shake, stack, and explore. Shake the top ring for fun rattle sounds 
Wobbly, bat-at base. For babies ages 12 months and older. 
 
Various retailers 
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Fine Motor Skills Gift Ideas: 

5. Perfection 

Fit all of your pieces in the tray before the time is up. For ages 4 and up, small 
pieces may be choking hazard.  

Various Retailers 

6. Alex Toys Little Hands Peg Farm 

Stack, match and make patterns with 25 pegs! Soft colorful foam peg board. (for ages 3+) 

Various Retailers 

7. Helping Hands Fine Motor Tool Set 

Twist, scoop, squeeze, and build little hand muscles with four of our finest tools! Help 
children develop fine-motor and pre-scissor skills and get ready for writing, cutting, and 
more.  For ages 3 years and up. 

Various Retailers 

3. Pop Beads 

Pop beads help build the muscles of the hands required for pencil and scissor control. A great 
two handed task that kids enjoy. Small parts included, not for children under 3 years old.  

Various Retailers 

4. Rush Hour  

Great for older kiddos 8+. Works on fine motor skills plus sequencing, following verbal direction 
and executive functioning. 

Various Retailers 

1. Pop Its 

These popular and addictive Pop It come in so many fun colors, designs and sizes. Not 
only is it sensory fun that keeps the little ones busy popping but they also help develop 
fine motor skills! 

Various Retailers 

2. Spike the Fine Motor Hedgehog  

Here is a fun preschool fidget friend that’s ready for tactile & fine motor play!      
6 ways to fidget - spin the wheel, turn the crank, and more! Great for on-the-
go preschool fidget fun!  

Various Retailers 
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Fine Motor Gift Ideas: 

8. Melissa & Doug Lacing Beads in a Box 

Identify shapes while practicing lacing skills. 

Various Retailers 

9. ALEX Toys Little Hands Learn To Dress Monkey 

11 dressing activities that help develop fine motor skills. Learn to snap on straps, 
buttons, hook and loops, zippers and more. Comes with real socks and lace-up 
sneakers, shirt and overalls are removable. For ages 13-24 months.  

Various Retailers 

10. Board Games 

Games like Operation, Hi Ho Cherry-O, Candy Land, Go Fish, ect.   

Various Retailers 

9. Melissa & Doug Lace and Trace 

Identify shapes while practicing lacing skills. 

Various Retailers 

8. Perler Beads 

Combine these beads with peg boards to make colorful and textured 
designs. (for children 3+)  

Various Retailers 
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Visual Motor Skills and Visual Perceptual Skill Gift Ideas: 

2. Spot it! 

Find the one matching symbol between any two cards. For ages 7 years and older.   

Various Retailers 

5. Elefun 

Players take their nets and race to catch as many butterflies as they can from the elephants 
trunk. The player who collects the most butterflies wins the game!  

Various Retailers 

4. Barrel Of Monkeys Game  

Pick up one monkey by an arm. Hook other arm through a second monkey's arm. 
Continue making a chain.  

Various Retailers 

3. Shape Sorting Cubes 

Helps with shape recognition and matching skills.  

Various Retailers 

6. “I Spy” or “Where is Waldo” Books 

Find the hidden symbol or image.  

Various Retailers 

1. ThinkFun Gravity Marble Gravity Maze  

Develops critical skills – Playing your way through the challenges builds spatial reasoning and 
planning skills, and is partly an engineering and building toy that provides a great stealth learning 
experience for young players. Comes with multi-level challenges - Gravity Maze comes with 60 
beginner to expert challenges that become increasingly difficult as you play through them. 
 
Various Retailers 
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Speech & Language Skills Gift Ideas: 

1. Hedbanz 

HedBanz is an interactive game for kids and adults. It can be used to target eye contact, 
turn-taking, labeling objects, describing objects, and asking and answering questions. 

Various Retailers 

5. Lucky Ducks 

Lucky Ducks is a game which can be used with younger children.  It targets joint 
attention, turn taking, matching, and colors. 

Various Retailers 

4. Sound Puzzles  

Sound puzzles are a fun way to work on matching skills, cause and effect, 
sound-object associations, making requests, and vocabulary development.  

Various Retailers 

3. Language Cards 

Language cards and flash cards in general can be used on receptive and expressive language 
skills. Specific targets include labeling objects, picture identification, sorting skills, and           
description. There are specific language cards for nouns, actions, opposites, and categories.  

Amazon & Various Retailers 

2. Mr. Potato Head 

Mr. Potato Head can be used to target following directions, making requests, 
labeling and identifying body parts, and understanding and using prepositions.  

Various Retailers 

6. Ball Popper Toys for Babies & Toddlers 

Ball toys are great interactive toys for younger children.  They can be used to 
target joint attention, following directions, cause and effect, making requests, 
spatial concepts, and descriptors.  

Various Retailers 

7. Guess Who 

Guess Who is an interactive game for 2 people.  It can be used to target formulating questions,       
answering yes/no questions, identifying differences, and describing features.  

Various Retailers 
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Gross Motor Skills Gift Ideas: 

2. Stomp Rocket 

The stomp rocket can help your child work on single leg balance as well as leg strength. Count 
down and have your child stand on one leg until take off and then stomp on the pad to send 
the rocket flying. You can also have your child retrieve the rockets in a variety of ways such as 
animal walks, running or hopping to work on speed, agility, balance and endurance.  

Various Retailers 

5. Zip It to Rip It Zoom Ball 

The zoom ball is a great game to work on arm strength and coordination. You can make this game 
more challenging by changing the surface the child is standing on or try standing on one leg which 
will work on their balance. 

Various Retailers 

4. Small Trampoline 

This trampoline is great to practice hopping and jumping. It also works on coordination and  
lower extremity strength.  

Amazon & Various Retailers 

3. Hide and Seek Tunnel 

The crawl tent is a great way to work on crawling and mobility skills. You can set 
this up as part of an obstacle course too.  

Various Retailers 

1. Fisher-Price Bouncesational Bouncer with Built-in Pump  

Kids will have a blast developing hand-eye coordination, dexterity and gross motor skills with 
the Bouncesational Bouncer. 

Various Retailers 
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Gross Motor Skills Gift Ideas: 

8. Hopscotch Interlocking Puzzle Foam Playmat 

The Hopscotch mat is a puzzle so kids can work on coordination, problem solving and lower  
extremity strength to put together the mat. Once it is put together you can practice 
jumping and hopping to work on strength, agility and balance. You can also incorporate 
cognitive tasks like counting or naming colors.  

Various Retailers 

7. Gigantic Keyboard Playmat 

This keyboard playmat can help work on coordination and building strength by practicing 
jumping and hopping. It can also help skills like   agility and balance while incorporating 
sounds. 

Various Retailers 

6. Radio Flyer 4-in-1 Trike 

The 4-in-1 Trike grows with your child as they learn new skills. You can transition this trike from 
toddler trike to steering trike to learn to ride trike to classic trike. This is a great way to work on 
coordination, endurance and reciprocal movements as well as isolating one leg at a time.  

Recommended Brand Radio Flyer, Various Retailers 


